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ABSTRACT
The effect of intervention activities on the chemistry content
knowledge of 92 preservice chemistry teachers (PSCT) was
examined via a pre and post true/false with confidence level test
focusing on ionisation energy values and the use of a common
alternative conception (AC). Data were collected from three
cohorts of PSCT each engaged in a one year full-time university-
based teacher education programme. Comparison of pre-and
post-test responses and discrimination differences between
responses for each PSCT were used to identify the use of the AC
and hence the efficacy of the intervention activities. Interviews
with 14 of these PSCT allowed triangulation of the data. Findings
suggest that the activities allow 71% of PSCT to identify this AC as
non-scientific or become more confident in doing so. Interview
data indicate that this rejection of this AC is sustained for 9 of the
11 PSCT whose test data indicated improvement. These data have
implications for teacher education such that 2 hour intervention
sessions can offer the opportunity for PSCT to develop their
subject matter knowledge. As the accurate application of
electrostatic concepts to electrons has wider application to
bonding, these interventions offer PSCT more accurate chemical
subject knowledge resources to draw on in their teaching.
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Introduction
Recently reports into effective education systems have highlighted the importance of the
level of subject expertise of teachers (Barber & Mourshed, 2007). Furthermore sustained
improvement in education is linked with increasing the academic entry requirements
for teachers and with their on-going professional development (Mourshed, Chijioke, &
Barber, 2010). It was long accepted that good teacher subject knowledge is important
(Druva & Anderson, 1983) but Wayne and Youngs (2003) review of US research, ques-
tions if there is a direct linkage between a teachers’ academic background and their
pupils’ performance for science education, although finds such a linkage for mathematics.
One difficulty here is in recognising if the higher level qualifications of the science teacher
match the science specialist area they are teaching and this is a similarly noted in the UK
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with many science teachers teaching upper high school science outside their degree
subject. Nonetheless according to Wallace (2005, p. 175) exemplary science teachers
‘are sure of their own science content knowledge’. Given that good subject knowledge is
considered a characteristic of exemplary teaching, one recent measure to secure further
improvement in school teaching in England and Wales, was the removal of state
funding for teacher training for graduates who did not achieve a second class honours
bachelors level degree (TSO, 2010) (equivalent to secured marks 50+/US GPA >3.0/
German better than ‘average’/Australian ‘credit’). This increase in entry level requirements
was accompanied by the introduction of new teacher standards which preservice teachers
must meet to qualify, explicitly requiring teachers to ‘have a secure knowledge of the rel-
evant subject(s) and curriculum areas’ (Crown, 2011, p. 11). UK science teachers generally
qualify for teaching via a one year postgraduate course involving ‘methods’ and ‘practi-
cum’ aspects similar to France, Cyprus and Finland (2 years). In England qualification
by a school-based training year is becoming more commonplace and the development
of subject and pedagogical knowledge (PK) is often supported by a teaching colleague
in a mentoring role (Evagorou, Dillon, Viiri, & Albe, 2015).
However, accepting that a high level of content (subject) expertise is beneficial for
teaching and recognising the complexity of the interplay between content (subject), PK
and other skills (Kind, 2009), there is no consensus on the necessary level of knowledge
that could be recognised as ‘secure’. Learned associations in the UK (professional associ-
ations for scientists), the Royal Society of Chemistry, the Institute of Physics, the Royal
Society of Biology, the Royal Society and the Association for Science Education rec-
ommend that initial teacher education (preservice training) provide for the development
of an appropriate level of knowledge for specialist sciences such that it is ‘at a level well
above that which they will teach’ (SCORE, 2015, p. 2). This is mirrored in U.S.A. by
the National Science teachers association’s (NSTA) position statement requiring preser-
vice teachers to ‘Develop robust science knowledge and skills beyond the depth and
breadth needed for teaching a curriculum based on the National Science Education Stan-
dards at the grade levels they are preparing to teach’ (NSTA, 2004, p. 1). Similarly Singa-
pore’s education system requires initial teacher preparation programmes to ensure
trainees study extensively both the subject and the teaching of the subject (Goodwin,
2012).
Kind and Kind (2011) probed the content knowledge (CK) of preservice science tea-
chers on a typical university led initial teacher training course in the England, all of
which were science graduates and found that many used descriptive and anthropomorphic
statements rather than giving causal explanations. Furthermore it was only when the pre-
service teachers were challenged regarding their knowledge that they were able to recog-
nise their need to develop deeper conceptual understanding. As these intuitive and non-
causal ideas continue to be used by academically well qualified graduates, preservice edu-
cation must take steps to develop trainees’ conceptual knowledge (Kind, 2014). Kind and
Kind (2011) suggest that pre-and post-intervention studies of preservice teachers should
provide the necessary insights to support and target this development. This paper con-
siders such an intervention for preservice chemistry teachers (PSCT) which aims to go
beyond identifying specific deficiencies in subject matter knowledge (SMK) by examining
how they may be remedied.
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Theoretical framework
There is widespread acceptance that required teacher knowledge goes beyond subject
matter understanding. It is more how accurate SMK can be appropriately structured
and organised to allow learners to grasp scientific laws, principles and concepts.
Shulman (1986) distinguished different aspects of teacher knowledge he termed CK to
include subject matter content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and cur-
ricular knowledge which together provide the knowledge which enables teachers to select
and use the most appropriate concepts and representations for learners. Further studies
have led to complex models of these different aspects of this knowledge and their inter-
connections. For example, Abell (2007), where PCK acts as the mitigating knowledge
which is both determined by and determines the science SMK, PK and knowledge of
context drawn upon in teaching. The complexity of this interplay has made it difficult
to recommend specifically how expert teaching knowledge can be developed, but that
accurate SMK is needed, is agreed. In order for a teacher to develop strong PCK they
need accurate SMK so that they are able to identify and question inaccuracies and offer
explanations and representations that support the scientific ideas to be learnt. Preservice
teachers need to be aware of where their SMK weaknesses and strengths lie so that they can
draw on and develop these as appropriate (Kind, 2014).
SMK can also be further considered as involving knowledge of the facts, concepts and
principles and how these are inter-related in their fields, known as substantive knowledge.
For example, in chemistry this would involve knowledge of the properties of electrons and
how they interact with nuclei in order to form bonds. It would also include knowledge of
standard representations and models. However the nature of these models and the validity
of the principles involved would be another aspect of this knowledge termed syntactic
knowledge (Shulman, 1986). The focus in this study is on the substantive chemistry
knowledge (SCK) of PSCT.
Theoretical background
CK for science teaching
Expert teachers are able to recognise and understand pupils’ difficulties with grasping new
subject matter ideas and then they draw on their PCK to restructure or present these ideas
in ways that enable pupils to grasp them (Hashweh, 1987). However Sanders, Borko, and
Lockard’s (1993) observations of experienced teachers reveal that they lose this capacity
when teaching outside their specialism. Furthermore, Käpylä, Heikkinen, and Asunta
(2009) concluded that strong CK allowed teachers to teach pupils more expertly, when
they examined Biology teachers’ CK regarding photosynthesis and plant growth and
their capacity to handle pupils’ conceptual issues.
However the knowledge of high school science differs from that developed during aca-
demic studies (Deng, 2007). The curriculum determines this school science and as teachers
become more experienced this school science knowledge becomes the main CK source
often at the expense of their academic knowledge (Arzi & White, 2007). For example,
advanced high school curriculums include using heuristic principles like Le Châtelier’s
principle to predict the behaviour of reversible reactions such that the principle is
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taught without acknowledgement of its limitations or conceptualisations of the processes
that underpin it (Wheeldon, Akinson, Dawes, & Levinson, 2012).
There is a significant body of research (Driver & Erickson, 1983; Driver, Squires, Rush-
worth, & Wood-Robinson, 1994; Gilbert & Watts, 1983) that has uncovered students use
of non-scientific ideas in explanations but as these ideas seem to perpetuate is it is likely
that teachers pass these on to their students as theirs did to them as there is evidence that
science teachers teach as they were taught (Trumper, 2001). Therefore in order to make
further progress developing science teaching, preservice teachers need to be made aware
of the non-scientific ideas that they hold so that these can be replaced with the scientific
ones. Such SCK allows effective development of PK which for chemistry teachers links
observable chemical phenomena to visualisations of the sub-microscopic entities used
to explain these changes and their symbolic representations. It also includes an under-
standing of which models offer the better resources for particular explanations and
hence can better support pupil learning (Coll & Treagust, 2003).
SCK of ionisation energy
Explaining differences in ionisation energy values is an area where pupils and their tea-
chers alike use ACs (Taber & Tan, 2011). The use of these ideas is replicated across con-
tinents with little variation between pupils around the world. Many students and their
teachers explain variations in ionisation energy values using arguments that reveal ACs
about the electrostatic properties of the electrons and nucleus of an atom, others use ‘stab-
ility’ as the cause without connecting this to thermodynamic factors that might support
such arguments (Taber & Tan, 2007; Tan et al., 2008).
ACs used in explaining ionisation energy values
The most common AC used in explanations involves allowing the nucleus to redirect its
attractive power so that when an electron is removed the attraction between nucleus and
an electron increases due to the increase in net ‘ionic’ charge. Using Coulomb’s Law
applied to a point charge for the nucleus and similarly as a point charge for the average
location of electron properties within the probabilistic orbital spaces available to it (not
necessarily valid for an electron, but approximates well); the force to remove a particular
electron depends on the mutual attraction between it and the nucleus. Therefore, remov-
ing an electron does not change the magnitude of the charge on an electron or on the
nucleus and hence the cause for the change in subsequent ionisation energy must lie else-
where. Nonetheless, this ‘conservation of force’ idea is often used to explain the general
trend of increasing subsequent ionisation energies as noted by Taber (1998) who described
this idea as a ‘conservation of force’ misconception.
Tan, Taber, Goh, and Chia (2005) similarly note that explanations for ionisation energy
values require competing factors (nuclear charge, repulsion between electrons) to be
weighed appropriately. They further suggest that a better understanding of ionisation
energy values relies on a good understanding of electrostatics and Coulomb’s law.
Another issue is to do with the terminology used in explaining ionisation energy.
Explanations that involve the decrease in attraction between an outer electron and
the nucleus due to the ‘shielding’ by inner electrons, are readily accepted as appropriate.
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But the ‘shielding’ here can be attributed to the inner electrons somehow ‘blocking’ the
attraction as in the signified meaning of shielding rather than the ‘active’ repulsion
between electrons acting additionally to the attraction between an electron and
nucleus such that the net force required to remove an outer electron is less. Here the
electrostatic properties are hidden in the semiotics of the shielding term (Niebert,
Marsch, & Treagust, 2012).
As the ideas used to explain ionisation energy values are also applicable to bonding con-
cepts where similarly ACs are used by both pupils and their teachers, this area offers the
opportunity to identify and challenge PSCT use of such ideas, hence deepening their wider
chemical understanding and SCK. This paper considers how intervention activities under-
taken during preservice teacher training affected the explanatory arguments used by these
next generation teachers and hence their SMK.
Intervention activities
The author as a teacher educator used the intervention activities during half day univer-
sity-based taught sessions (of about 2 hours) as part of the PSCT initial teacher edu-
cation course – the Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE). This UK course
requires 9 months of full-time study combining two school-based periods of practice
(6 months) and higher education institution (HEI)-based work interspersed around
the school-based periods. The interventions aimed to support PSCT in rejecting the
‘conservation of force’ AC and replacing this with scientific causal arguments. Given
that explanations of ionisation energy depend on electrostatic ideas, the first activity
was used to develop a better understanding of electrostatics and involved reviewing
Coulomb’s law and the effects of charge and distance on the electrostatic attraction/
repulsion between charges.
Most PGCE chemistry sessions at this HEI involve approaches that blend both devel-
opment of subject matter understanding and pedagogical approaches. In keeping with this,
PSCT were informed that the purpose of the session was to develop their understanding of
ionisation energy values and also to evaluate the potential of diagnostic testing for forma-
tive assessment. During the session the typical responses to the test items were shown and
considered in terms of their diagnostic value. PSCT considered how such data could be
used to inform teaching via targeted tasks for example. They also identified difficulties
with such an approach and potential improvements.
First intervention activity: review of electrostatics and their application to atoms
The author as a PGCE course tutor and teacher, used 10 minutes of direct instruction,
involving Socratic questioning in order to establish the electrostatics of atoms, especially
regarding the mutuality of the interaction between an electron and the nucleus, probing
the meaning of effective nuclear charge and developing this to recognise the effect of repul-
sive interactions between the electrons and hence effects on the distribution of electrons
around the nucleus.
Further review of Coulomb’s law involved considering the two factors that make a
difference to the magnitude of the mutual attraction between electron and nucleus;
the distance between the charges and the magnitude of the charges, in order to
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develop understanding that for subsequent ionisation of a particular atom, the number
of protons and hence nuclear charge does not change and the charge on each individual
electron also remains the same and so the attraction between an electron and the
nucleus is not affected by these charges, but rather by changes in the distance
between them. (Given the quantisation of electron properties treating electrons as
point charges is questionable, but the data values approximate well to considering
them as such for average shell/orbital distance from the nucleus.). Final questioning
involved the PSCT explaining how the removal of another electron could affect the dis-
tance between the remaining electrons and the nucleus and hence the subsequent ion-
isation energy values.
The second intervention activity: the bonfire analogy
Tan et al. (2008) suggest that using a bonfire analogy also helps with supporting ideas
about the attraction at a particular distance between nucleus and an electron being
the same regardless of the number of electrons at the same distance, by analogy
with the heat experienced by people around a bonfire. The fire cannot direct the
heat experienced by people according to the numbers of people at a fixed distance
from it. This then potentially offers the opportunity to raise the question as to
why subsequent ionisation energies for electrons removed from within the same
shell increase? To support the use of this analogy the Focus-Action-Reflection
(FAR) approach to effective teaching using analogies was followed (Harrison & Trea-
gust, 2000). Here the ‘Focus’ aspects of the approach are met by the familiar experi-
ence of heat from a bonfire such that this analogue offers a counter to the alternative
concept that just ‘less electrons’ (less overall negative charge) is sufficient to account
for increases in attraction between outer electrons and nucleus during subsequent
ionisation.
This activity asks PSCT to use this analogy to explain the attraction between the
nucleus and an electron and the effects of electron/electron repulsions. Groups of two
or three PSCT discussed and completed the activity together. The author as their
tutor offered prompts to support the use and mapping of the analogy, as they reviewed
the target/analogue features by forming a table of these relationships, drawing on the
example of atom and solar system (Harrison & Treagust, 2000). This also served to
provide the ‘Action’ aspects of the FAR approach, to support the use of the analogy
so that unshared attributes are not carried into explanations drawn from the analogy
(Niebert et al., 2012). The identification of these shared and unshared attributes was
prompted by the activity materials (Appendix 1).
The author trialled this approach with earlier cohorts of PSCT noting which attributes
needed to be considered carefully and hence which to prompt and support thinking about
during the subsequent sessions providing the final aspect of the FAR approach.
Table 1 shows some of the shared and unshared attributes which are important to con-
sider when using this analogy.
During the activities as the author circulated, reflection on the usefulness and applica-
bility of the analogy was sought. Additionally, in the plenary session some students offered
their evaluations of the analogy and potential difficulties including those of careful
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mapping of attributes and potential improvements. This provided the final reflective stage
of the FAR approach.
Research question
This study considers the following research question in order to consider the efficacy of
these intervention activities in developing PSCT’ SCK: How effectively do interventions
address the use of the alternative ‘conservation of force’ conception?
Methodology
In order to examine the efficacy of the intervention activities a pre- and post- intervention
test methodology was employed which was triangulated via interviews. Tests and interven-
tion activities were taken and carried out during half day training sessions (of about
2 hours). Each training session was part of the HEI-based study and consisted of the
pre-intervention test; when data were collected via ‘Promethean Activ Vote®’ (Promethean,
2008) an electronic voting system from numbered handsets. PSCT were informed that the
purpose of the session included development of their understanding of ionisation energies
and also considering the use of formative assessment methods. The first intervention fol-
lowed the initial test. PSCTs then completed two of three activities before responding to
the same electronic test (post- intervention test).
One activity was the second intervention activity described above. Only this activity and
the Coulombs Law explanation are considered here, as these apply directly to developing
Table 1. Examples of potential bonfire analogy attributes.
Analogy (Bonfire) Target (attraction between nucleus and an electron)
Feature Relationship Feature Relationship
Shared
attributes
The size of the
bonfire/heat
received
The larger of the bonfire
greater the heat received by
each person from it.
Nuclear charge/
attraction
between
electron and
nucleus
The larger the nuclear charge the
greater the attraction between
electron and nucleus.
The distance
between
bonfire and
person
The greater the distance the
smaller the heat received.
The heat received by each
person at the same distance
is independent of the number
people at that distance.
Distance between
electron and
nucleus
The greater the distance
between electron and nucleus
the smaller the attraction
between electron and nucleus.
The attraction between
electron and nucleus is
independent of the number of
electrons at the same distance
from the nucleus.
Screening of
the fire (by
people
nearer)
The more people screening the
fire the less heat received.
Shielding The greater the number of inner
electrons shielding the less the
attraction between shielded
electrons and the nucleus.
Unshared
attributes
Heat from
people
The bonfire does not receive
equal heat from people.
Attraction
between
nucleus and
electron
Equal mutual attraction between
nucleus and electron.
Heat from
people
People do not radiate heat
equally nor is it dependent on
size.
Repulsion
between
electrons
Mutual and equal repulsion
between each electron (as
charge is the same).
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scientific ideas and addressing the AC of ‘conservation of force’ which some test items aim
to identify being used. Other test items relate to using ideas about stability to explain ion-
isation energy values and an intervention activity regarding this idea was also completed
by many but not all PSCT. Only data from PSCT who completed the bonfire analogy
activity is considered here. During the activities, the author circulated groups clarifying
the activities and answering questions. A small sample of these PSCT who had previously
been interviewed prior to the training sessions was re-interviewed at least six weeks after
the session.
The participant sample
Three academic year cohorts of PSCT attended the half day training sessions. These 95
PSCT were required to attend the sessions and prior to the pre-intervention test their per-
mission was sought to retain and use the anonymised data collected via the electronic pre-
and post-intervention tests for research. Handsets were numbered and selected by PSCT
and hence responses were anonymised from the outset. All PSCT gave permission for their
anonymised data from the electronic tests to be used. Also a convenience sample of 14
PSCT were interviewed prior to and after the training sessions. They volunteered to par-
ticipate in the interviews and they provided their electronic test number to allow the data
to be triangulated.
Data collection
Pre- and post-intervention tests
The electronic voting system was used to collect true or false responses to statements
regarding ionisation energy values which included use of common ACs or non-causal
ideas. Statements were taken from Taber’s (2002) version of a true/false diagnostic quiz.
The statements were displayed and participants prompted to indicate if they think it
‘true’ or ‘false’. This was followed by a confidence prompt using a Likert scale (1–4). Par-
ticipants were encouraged to use the 3 or 4 option to indicate some level of ‘guessing’ and
the 1 and 2 options to indicate their confidence in their reasoned response. Taylor and
Kowalski (2004) found that such true/false with confidence level (TFCL) instruments
allowed misconceptions to be identified as AC statements were often identified as
correct with more confidence than the correct ones were.
Tables 2 and 3 indicate the science ideas needed to correctly identify if the statement is
true or false and for statements 3, 6 and 9 how the incorrect true/false response might
show the use of this AC. The potential effect of each activity in terms of developing under-
standing and hence in supporting PSCT in confidently identifying if a statement is true or
false is also summarised. This analysis was carried out by both the author and an advanced
level high school Chemistry teacher who similarly considered the activities and the state-
ments to infer how they might affect the use of causal ideas and hence allow confident
selection of the appropriate true/false response. Responses to statements 1, 7 and 10 are
also considered as these statements do not correspond to commonly known ACs and
hence these responses with their associated confidence level can be used to discriminate
between responses that are incorrect and ones symptomatic of the use of the AC.
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Table 2. The TFCL electronic test statements which use the ‘conservation of force’ AC and how each relates to the potential impact of the interventions.
Statements as they appeared on the
screen with prompt for ‘true or false’
response by electronic voting
Alternative conception that
might be indicated by a ‘true’
or ‘false’ response
Science needed to select the correct
response
Possible effect of intervention
Review Coulomb’s Law Bonfire
S3 The third ionisation energy for this
atom is greater than the second as
there are less electrons in the shell to
share the attraction from the nucleus.
True: Attraction between
nucleus and a particular
electron varies according to
how many electrons are
present
The third IE is greater than the second
IE because the outermost electron is
nearer the nucleus and force of
attraction is therefore higher.
Helps as charge on
outermost electron and
nucleus remain the same –
so changes in ‘attraction’
must have other cause.
Possible effect if analogy is used in a way
that allows for cloud contraction to be
modelled by crowd placed in concentric
rings moving towards fire as loss of
people allows ring to be smaller.
S6 After the atom is ionised, it then
requires more energy to remove a
second electron because once the first
electron is removed the remaining
electrons receive an extra share of the
attraction from the nucleus.
True: The nucleus charge can
direct it attractiveness
according to the number of
electrons.
The positive charge on the nucleus is
the same, but the remaining electrons
are closer once an electron is
removed therefore attraction is
greater.
Helps as charge on
outermost electron and
nucleus remain the same –
so changes in ‘attraction’
must have other cause.
Helps challenge the alternative idea,
but as heat experienced would
remain the same when a person left
from near by
S9 The 11 protons in the nucleus give
rise to a certain amount of attractive
force that is available to be shared
between the electrons.
True: The nucleus charge can
direct it attractiveness
according to the number of
electrons.
The protons act together as a ‘positive
entity’ which attracts each electron
according to Coulombs’ Law. Removal
of electrons does not change the
magnitude of the charges of nucleus
or an electron.
Helps as charge on
outermost electron and
nucleus remain the same –
so changes in ‘attraction’
must have other cause.
Helps challenge the alternative idea,
but as heat experienced would
remain the same when a person left
from nearby implying subsequent
ionisation energies in the same shell
should remain the same.
Note: Bold text shows when intervention may support rejection of AC or use of scientific ideas.
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Table 3. The TFCL electronic test statements which do not use ACs to allow for discrimination and how each relates to the potential impact of the interventions.
Statements as they appeared on the
screen with prompt for ‘true or
false’ response by electronic voting
Alternative conception that
might be indicated by a ‘true’
or ‘false’ response
Science needed to select the correct
response
Possible effect of intervention
Review Coulomb’s Law Bonfire
S1 Energy is required to remove an
electron from the atom.
None Energy is required to ionise atoms as work
has to be done to overcome the mutual
attraction between the electron and
nucleus.
Small as question is very
straightforward – connects
attractions to the energy needed to
overcome these forces.
None – Analogy may clarify
attraction between electron
and nucleus but there is no
direct link to energy.
S7 After the atom is ionised, it then
requires more energy to remove a
second electron because the
second electron experiences less
shielding.
None Shielding decreases with the number of
electrons present. ‘Shielding’ describes a
reduction in the ‘effective’ attraction
between nucleus and electron caused by
electron–electron interactions.
Helps to recognise that the source
of ‘shielding’ is active (due to
electron–electron repulsion)
rather than passive and blocking
in nature
Helps with a passive blocking
view of shielding as in the
analogy, people in between
the fire and others block the
heat felt.
S10 After this atom is ionised, it
then requires more energy to
remove a second electron
because the second electron is in
a lower energy level.
None Second electron is in a lower energy level
and hence would require more energy to
remove
No effect
No direct linkage to energy levels
here
If energy levels are related to
position – might help (small
effect – if any)
Note: Bold text shows when intervention may support rejection of AC or use of scientific ideas.
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Analysis of data
Analysis of data from TFCL electronic questionnaire:
The use of true/false response instruments is understandably rare when considering the
likelihood of random error or guessing responses skewing results, leading to a lack of
valid data. Confidence levels provided with each ‘true’ or ‘false’ response were used to
allow the ‘guessing’ factor to be identified and accounted for. Using a framework devel-
oped from Khan, Davies, and Gupta’s (2001) any responses which indicated ‘very
unsure’ character were considered as guessing regardless of correctness of response and
the confident correct or incorrect used as indicators for assigning a scientific understand-
ing or use of ACs. This hierarchy of response allows an ordinal scale to be used to reflect
these different types of underlying reasoning as shown in Table 4.
In order to consider the efficacy of the activities the change in responses to the statements
was evaluated. Favourable outcomes would be indicated by improving use and confidence
in scientific concepts/rejection of AC and maintenance of scientific concepts/rejection of
AC when already held/rejected (a positive change in position on the ordinal score).
As the responses have non-normal distributions, non-parametric quantitative analysis
methods are needed. Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests were carried out to compare the differ-
ences in responses as an indicator of variance in these ordinal data sets (Muijs, 2011).
Validity and reliability
In order to check that the use of aTFCL test allowed the use ofACs to be identified, the relative
accuracy of PSCT’ confidence judgements and performance was considered by comparing
this accuracy of judgement for correct and incorrect items for items where ACs are likely
to be used compared with items where this is unlikely. This can be measured by a discrimi-
nation index (Schraw, 2009). Millar (2013) used a similar approach with preservice teachers
to identify the use of ACs regarding electricity and Forces. Equation (1) shows how this dis-
crimination index ‘d’ can be calculated for each PSCT’s responses to the statements.
d = 1
n
∑nc
i=1
(Ci, correct) − 1n
∑ni
i=1
(Ci, incorrect), (1)
where nc is the total number of statements answered correctly, ni is the total number of state-
ments answered incorrectly,Ci,correct is the confidence level for a correct answer andCi, incorrect
is the confidence level for an incorrect answer.
Table 4. Framework showing the relationship between confidence and accuracy of true/false responses
and also the coding and ordinal scales used for analysis.
Knowledge
indicated
by the response
Level of confidence
in response
Coded (For
discrimination
analysis)
Concept grasp as
indicated from the response
and confidence
Ordinal Scale for
quantitative
analysis
Correct
Completely confident C4 Scientific concept/rejection of AC 7
Fairly sure C3 6
Unsure C2
Unsure use of Scientific concept/
rejection of AC 5
Very unsure C1 Guessing 4
Incorrect
Very unsure I1
Unsure I2 Unsure use of AC 3
Fairly sure I3
AC used
2
Completely confident I4 1
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Positive d values occur when an individual is more confident about their correct
responses compared to their incorrect ones and negative values indicate when an individ-
ual is more confident about their incorrect responses compared to their correct ones. Here
if the statements using the ‘conservation of force’ AC are being incorrectly but confidently
answered then the discrimination index will be negative (minimum value −4.00). In order
to determine if the statements are identifying the use of the AC, the discrimination index
‘d’ value for responses to statements which are included in order to note the use of this AC
(S3, 6 and 9) was compared with discrimination indices for responses to other statements
(S1, 7 and 10). This allows the difference to be considered in terms of statistical signifi-
cance. Furthermore analysis of similarities or differences between these discrimination
indices before and after intervention will allow potential changes in the metacognitive jud-
gement of the PSCT to be considered after the intervention activities.
A Wilcoxon signed ranks test using SPSS (IBM, 2013) for PSCT discrimination indices
before and after intervention (Table 5) indicates that there is a statistically significant
difference between the indices and the effect size for this change is large, such that
median index values, indicate that the most common overall response pattern for the
statements revealing potential use of the AC was of confident giving of incorrect
answers compared to confident giving of correct answers to statements that did not
involve ideas associated with common ACs. This provides content validity for the
TFCL questionnaire in identifying the use of the ‘conservation of force’ AC.
A comparison of the responses collected from each of the cohorts of PSCT was con-
ducted to consider the possible effects of the different times of the tests and interventions
being administered and also to consider if cohorts provide consistent responses and so
offer reliability. Five sets of tests were administered in total across the three cohorts of
PSCT (two of these cohorts were large and so for their PGCE training session they
were split into two half cohort groups one with a morning session and one with an after-
noon session). Each of these five TFCL test groups’ initial responses was compared to each
other via a Kruskal–Wallis independent samples test for non-parametric data. The
responses to each statement for S3, S6, S9 and S10 were compared using SPSS (IBM,
2013). No statistically significant differences between the cohorts’ responses were found.
Interviews
In order to triangulate data collected from the electronic questionnaire and to determine
the ideas PSCT used to explain ionisation energy values, individual semi-structured inter-
views of approximately 20 minutes were used. Analysis of interview responses aimed to
characterise explanatory arguments used and allow identification of the use of the AC
and/or scientific ideas. The interview protocols included: An explanation of the variation
Table 5. Comparison of discrimination indices for non-AC statements with AC statements.
Response pair for Wilcoxon
Signed Ranks Test
Discrimination index for S1, 7 and 10 compared with
discrimination index for S3, 6 and 9 (before intervention activities)
Z Based on positive ranks. −7.170
Effect size r 0.75 (large)
Asymp. Sig. <0.000
Median values (change) 1.67/−1.00 (2.67)
Median response descriptions Confident giving of correct responses/confident giving of incorrect responses.
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in ionisation energy values shown in graphs of the subsequent ionisation energy values for
an oxygen atom (pre-intervention) and a Fluorine atom (post- intervention).
Interview data
Interviews were audio recorded and detailed contemporaneous notes taken in order to
record the meaning making gestures (hand waving and pointing), without the distraction
of a video camera. After the interviews the contemporaneous notes were edited, adding
detail from the audio recording to ensure the connection between different ideas used
in explanations was accurate in the notes. As coding using this protocol compared with
that of transcribed interviews did not offer additional reliability, the edited notes were
used as the primary data sources (Wheeldon, 2012).
Interpreting the interview data
Data were examined via content analysis to determine the types of causality argument
used in explanations. This method of analysis was confirmed as suitable by a high level
of inter-rater reliability between coding of the ideas by the researcher and an advanced
level high school chemistry teacher. As interviewees form a convenience sample of the
wider cohorts, a Kruskal–Wallis independent samples test for non-parametric data was
used to compare the responses to each statement for the pre- and post- tests for those
interviewed compared with those that were not. For each statement no statistically signifi-
cant difference in distribution of responses was found. Similarly an analysis of the dis-
crimination of interviewees compared with the wider cohorts also showed no
statistically significant differences. Therefore data from this sample can offer triangulation.
Findings
How effectively do interventions address the use of the alternative ‘conservation
of force’ conception?
Analysis via non-parametric analysis using a related sample Wilcoxon signed rank test
administered via SSPS (IBM, 2013) for the changes in the ordinal categories of responses
for each statement S3, S6 and S9 was carried out and is summarised in Table 6.
The medium effect sizes (Cohen, 1988) combined with significant statistical differences
in responses as shown in Table 6 and the direction of change in the median score together
show that the participants decrease in their incorrect use of this AC or increase in rejecting
this as a causal argument for each statement from pre-test to post-test and so indicate that
Table 6. Showing significance and effect size and median scores (on an ordinal scale of 1–7) for S3, S9 &
S9 for differences in pre- and post-test.
Response pairs for Wilcoxon Signed Ranks
Test S3pre–S3post S6pre–S6post S9pre–S9post
Z Based on positive ranks. 4.849 5.479 4.828
Effect size r 0.357 0.404 0.356
Asymp. Sig. (two-tailed) <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Median values (change) (ordinal scale 1–7) 4/6 (+2) 3/6(+3) 3/5 (+2)
Median response change equivalent to (see
Table 4 for ordinal scale values)
Guessing to fairly
sure correct
Unsure incorrect to
fairly sure correct
Unsure incorrect to
unsure correct
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the intervention activities address this AC. While there is some argument whether such
medium effect sizes are of practical value in educational research, Xitao Fan (2001) suggests
that given the difficulty of multiple factors affecting responses in educational settings such
medium-sized effects are potentially meaningful both practically and significantly. This
practical meaningfulness can be noted by considering the median score value for the
pre- and post-tests in terms of the responses which the ordinal numerical categories rep-
resent. However as such median values are just that, some response changes involve less
confident rejection of the AC or no change or indeed increased confidence in using the
AC as well as those that show increasing confidence in the rejection of the AC.
The interventions are effective in allowing many PSCT to reject the ‘conservation of
force’ AC. Furthermore changes in the discrimination indices of responses to the items
that involve this AC before and after intervention activities also offer a sense of the
changes in the metacognition of the PSCT regarding their responses to the statements.
Table 7 summarises these changes when analysed using a related samples Wilcoxon
signed rank test administered via SSPS (IBM, 2013). The changes before and after interven-
tion are statistically significant and show a large effect size for a change from confident use
of theAC to confident rejection of it. The discrimination index improvement after the inter-
ventions for statements that do not involve common ACs is not statistically significantly.
The changes in discrimination for the responses to the AC statements are such that after
intervention there is no significant difference between discrimination across all statements.
Overall the effect of the intervention on responses to all the statements probing the use
of this ‘conservation of force’ AC is illustrated in Figure 1.
Insights from interviews
Another important consideration is that the interventions’ effects might be for PSCT to
identify the AC as non-scientific and hence be effective in changing responses to state-
ments using the AC but not result in the replacement of this conception with scientific
ones beyond the interventions session itself and here it is useful to use the additional infor-
mation gathered via interview to consider changes in interview explanations and hence the
possible effects of the interventions in the longer term.
Data from the interview sample reveal that initially the interventions lead to 11 of the 14
(79%) PSCT improving in their rejection of the AC compared to 71% for the whole cohort
which is promising for the effectiveness of these interventions.
Table 7. Changes in discrimination pre and post-intervention activities.
Response pairs for Wilcoxon
Signed Ranks Test
Discrimination index for
Statements using the CF AC
(S3, S6 and S9) pre
compared with
post-intervention
Discrimination index for
Statements not using
common ACs (S1, S7 and
S10) compared with
post-intervention
Discrimination index for
Statements not using
common ACs (S1, S7 & S10)
compared with those using
the CF AC (S3, S6 and S9)
post-intervention
Z Based on negative ranks. −5.913 −2.072
Effect size r 0.62 0.22
Asymp. Sig. (two-tailed) <0.001 Not statistically significant Not significant
Median values (change) −1.00/1.50 (+2.50)
Median response change
equivalent to
Confident in incorrect to
confident in correct.
Difference is not significant Difference is not significant
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To illustrate the effect of the interventions, extracts from Syeda’s (pseudonym)
interviews are given below (Syeda and four other PSCT’ responses to the pre-intervention
tests indicate the use of the AC and they also use this in their pre-intervention interviews –
see Table 8). After intervention they no longer use this AC in TFCL tests or in interview
Figure 1. Summary of the effect of the intervention activities on responses.
Table 8. Effects of interventions on the ideas used to explain ionisation energies.
Ideas used to explain ionisation
energy before intervention
Interviewed
PSCT
(Pseudonym)
Effect of intervention activities on ideas
used to explain ionisation energies
After intervention
Use of Bonfire
analogy in interviews
Uses scientific causality in
interview and rejects AC in
TFCL test
Josephine Uses scientific causality in interview &
rejects AC in TFCL test
None
Uses the AC in interviews and
in TFCL test (or guesses)
Anna Uses scientific causality and no AC in
interview. Rejects AC in TFCL test
(albeit not confidently for Shirley)
Explains how used to help
explanation when asked
Beth Explains how used to help
explanation when asked
Ramla None
Syeda Used to help explanation
Shirley Used to help explanation
AC used in TFCL test only Hannah Uses scientific causality and no AC in
interview. Rejects AC in TFCL test
Explains how used to help
explanation when asked
Mary Used to help explanation
Karen Explains how used to help
explanation when asked
Helen Used to help explanation
Mixed response in TFCL Test.
AC not used in interview.
Ruth Uses AC in interview but rejects in TFCL
test
None
Uses AC in interview and TFCL
test
Mariam Uses AC in interview but rejects in TFCL
test
None
Uses AC in interview and
guesses in TFCL test
Louise Uses AC in interview and varied
responses in TFCL test
None
Ahmed Uses to support AC when
asked about activities
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explanations. From the first interview, when asked to describe the increasing general trend
in subsequent ionisation energy values:
Syeda (pseudonym): Electrostatic attraction between nucleus and electrons increases because
there is one more positive for each electron that is lost.
I: Is it getting more positive?
Syeda: It is getting more positive? You mean overall charge remaining the same? The overall
positive charge is the same; It is the number of electrons lost, negatives that is being lost.
I: Why does the electrostatic attraction change?
Syeda: Because the remaining electrons are experiencing a greater attraction from the nucleus
I: Why?
Syeda: Because there is an unbalance in the number of protons and electrons.
Here Syeda describes the electrons collectively having charge and a change in this collec-
tive charge is the basis for a change in the attraction between the nucleus and an electron
and thus a ‘conservation of force’ AC, described by Taber (1998) as corollary to the
‘sharing out of charge’ explanations but drawing on the same underlying AC.
In the post- intervention interview Syeda explains subsequent ionisation energy in a
rather different way:
Using the Bonfire Analogy; as electrons are lost, the circle gets smaller, more closer [sic] to
the nucleus. Comparing to the Bonfire Analogy fire and people holding hands [around it], as
electrons are lost they come closer to the Bonfire.
Syeda also elaborated on her explanation with a drawing of an atom with contracting shells
as the electrons now move nearer to each other and the nucleus. This then allowed her to
attribute the increasing electrostatic attraction to the outmost electrons being closer to the
nucleus in each case. Here the analogy of the people around the bonﬁre allows Syeda to
consider a change in the distance between the ﬁre and the people reducing when less
people are there and hence an increase in the heat experienced. She transfers from this
analogy to drawing a diagram of the target contracting shell as electrons are removed
and hence outer electrons being nearer to the nucleus/experiencing a greater attraction
and thus requiring more energy to be removed. Interestingly, during the plenary
session Syeda was part of, one PSCT described how introducing the idea of the people
holding hands in a circle to the bonﬁre analogy would allow the contraction of electron
shells to be analogous to the moving of the circle of people closer to the ﬁre if one
person left. This reﬂection on the analogy is picked up on by Syeda and supports her in
recognising that there is a change in the distance between the outer electrons and the
nucleus through its mapping on the analogue bonﬁre and people. Shirley was the other
interviewed PSCT from this cohort and she also used this analogy to help her explain sub-
sequent ionisation energies without prompting (Table 8).
For some interviewees (4 of the 14) the pre-intervention TFCL test itself is the only time
the AC is noted, perhaps being encouraged by the nature of the statements. Taber (1998)
suggests that this particular argument may arise as a spontaneous explanation in certain
contexts. Through my questioning of advanced level high school pupils and PSCT, I have
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noted the AC often arises when they are asked to explain subsequent ionisation energies
but usually only after a pause when pressed as to why it requires more energy for each
subsequent electron removed. I suggest that for these chemists it provides a causality
that seems in keeping with similar scientific arguments like the subsequently rising elec-
tron affinity energies which are often explained by the need to provide more energy to do
the work of adding an electron to an increasing negatively charged ion. As an inverse argu-
ment for ionisation energy it does seem to have an initial plausibility (Taber & Tan, 2011).
As a further example, I will consider Mary’s (pseudonym) interviews. Prior to the pre-
interventions test, during interview Mary did not explain the general trend in subsequent
ionisation energy explicitly using the AC. However in her interview 3 months after the
interventions she explained the general trend of increasing ionisation energies:
Amount of protons in the nucleus stays the same, so same amount of the positive charge
pulling them. As [you] remove each electron they can get closer to the nucleus and then it
is harder to remove them.
She added:
I used to think that when you took an electron away the nuclear charge would then be shared
out over the remaining electrons, so each would be pulled more. The Bonfire [Analogy] told
me that’s not the cause.
Eight of the PSCT draw on Bonﬁre Analogy in their interview explanations following
intervention activities indicating that for them this is offering some support for their
explanations.
However interview data indicate that only 9 of 11 (82%) PSCT retain this immediate
rejection of this AC in the longer term (at least six weeks) indicating that although a
two-hour session with PSCT may allow a long term improvement PSCT’ CK in this
area of applying electrostatic ideas appropriately to an atom, as shown in Figure 1,
there is an important group of PSCT where the interventions are not effective.
Discussion
Data suggest that more than 60% (60.5%) of PSCT in this study use the ‘conservation of
force’ AC. This is consistent with similar findings (Taber & Tan, 2011). These interven-
tions allowed many PSCT to recognise that these ideas are not consistent with science elec-
trostatic causal explanations for changes in ionisation energy values. Furthermore for
those that did not initially use this AC, their confidence in rejecting it increased.
The analogy may be most useful when analogical relations are constructed rather than
simply noted by target/analogue comparison. Wilbers and Duit (2006) suggest when the
features of the target need to be developed and understood then correspondence between
target and analogue is difficult to examine. Rather it is these constructed relations which
provide the analogy with plausibility. In this study, the suggestion that the target atom
feature of ‘electron shells’ could find an analogue feature ‘circles of people holding
hands’ around the bonfire’, resulted in both the interviewed PSCT from that session
using the analogy to explain subsequent ionisation in their post-intervention interview
(Syeda and Shirley). Here the ‘circles of people holding hands’ provides an embodied
experience in the analogue which makes this aspect of the analogy available to make
sense of the collapsing electron shells of the target (Niebert et al., 2012).
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These two-hour training sessions offer the opportunity to break the cycle of future
chemistry teachers teaching as they were taught (Taber & Tan, 2011). This can reduce
the use of this AC which the literature shows has also been used by PSCT in Singapore
(Tan & Taber, 2009) and pupils in the UK, Singapore, New Zealand, China, Spain and
USA (Tan et al., 2008). These intervention activities offer broader improvements in the
PSCT SMK as the development of the appropriate application of the electrostatics to elec-
trons as part of these activities, applies beyond ionisation energy concepts; for example, to
bonding where common descriptions of covalent bonds as ‘a shared pair of electrons’ dis-
guises their electrostatic character. This offers the opportunity to improve the wider chem-
istry subject matter of PSCT which can allow better future teaching of these wider
fundamental chemistry concepts (Park & Light, 2009). These teachers can better relate
observable phenomena to the sub-microscopic entities and the models used to explain
them as the PSCT are drawing on more accurate CK (Coll & Treagust, 2003).
This study is limited as data are from one institution and focused on one particular AC.
However as the use of the AC is consistent with that of PSCT more widely at other intui-
tions and in other countries, it offers a potential approach for the CK development during
preservice training, which allows a common AC to be recognised as such and not perpe-
tuated via teaching.
For a number of PSCT these interventions appear to have no effect (11%) or a negative
effect (16%). Such resistant ideas are commonly noted in science education literature and
perhaps for these PSCT the length of time that they have held these ideas may also increase
the resistance to change (in the case of these PSCT this is likely to be greater than 4 years)
(Taber &Tan, 2011). An issue with this AC is that it does provide ameans bywhich increas-
ing subsequent ionisation energies can be accounted for and as it is common for students to
be asked to describe the trend, but it is rare they are asked to explain why, a spontaneous
simplistic explanation which is similar to that for subsequent electron affinities offers an
initial plausibility. Kapon and diSessa (2012) considered how selection of simple explana-
tory principles or e-prims (explanatory primitives) for use with analogies was affected by
pragmatic goals, such that when prior use of the e-prim had yielded correct answers this
experience would prompt this argument to be used again. This appears to be the case here.
Furthermore, Ahmed (pseudonym) an interviewee who did not show rejection of the
‘conservation of force’ AC, offers a potential insight into how the Bonfire analogy
might be used to support this AC. In his initial interview prior to the intervention
session he described the increasing charge on the ion as being responsible for the increas-
ing attraction between the remaining electrons and nucleus, but at interview 6 weeks after
the interventions he uses the Bonfire analogy: ‘If someone leaves the circle [round the fire],
then the circle gets closer’. Here the causal idea is given via the analogy, However he goes
on: ‘..heat from the fire is distributed equally for the remaining ones, people. Using that
analogy for the force of the nucleus’.
Here one of the issues with the analogy itself comes to the fore, as the analogical ‘heat’ is
radiated from the bonfire according to the rate of combustion and so is a property of the
bonfire alone whereas for the target ‘attraction between nucleus and electron’, the nucleus
does not intrinsically provide force but rather the attraction is due to interactions between
both the nucleus and electrons. As Gentner’s (1983) structure mapping theory indicates,
this difference in source analogue and target, can encourage an incorrect mapping of ‘only
the bonfire affecting the heat radiated’ to ‘the nucleus only causing the attraction’.
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This mixed use of appropriately and inappropriately mapped attributes raises the possi-
bility that the embedded AC may even result in Ahmed’s use of the analogy to support it.
Neurobiological processing of mapping activities (Rohrer, 2005) provides evidence that
when imagining a phenomena this activates the same neutral structures as thinking about
or experiencing the analogous behaviour. Niebert et al. (2012) therefore contend that the
experiencing of the analogous relationships provides the embodied understanding on
which the target concept relies. Here the experience of wanting to experience heat from
a fire may have resulted in a mapping of the idea that less people around that fire
means that they can be closer to it (analogous electrons move closer to the nucleus as
the repulsions between fewer electrons allow this). However with that idea of all the
people drawing closer to a desired warmth, perhaps those of social conventions of
sharing the extra warmth now available between them fairly rather than one or two
people getting much closer may also activate the sharing out of the heat explanation
rather than noting that heat from the fire is radiated evenly in all directions and so the
distance from it determines the heat experienced. In the analogy the energy available to
be transferred is dependent on the characteristics of the fire rather than the interaction
between the fire and the person. In the target atom, the attraction between charged
nucleus and electron is due to the interaction of their charges and their relative location
to one another. Here only the locational aspects are mapped well between analogue and
target.
Potvin (2017) has noted that when explanations could draw on ACs (even when these
are not used in the argument presented) the neutral structures associated with these ACs
are used, but the responses from them are inhibited. Thus rather than such ideas being
replaced they are rather only used for explanation when they are appropriate and inhibited
as needed. Here the fruitful use of considering the increasing charge on an anion causing
increased repulsion between it and an electron can account for increasing subsequent elec-
tron affinities but this explanatory idea needs to be inhibited so that it does not lead to an
increasing positive charge on a cation resulting in increased subsequent ionisation energies
(as here the actual positive charge of the nucleus has not increased). This ability to identify
models and explanations with fruitful features and hence reject those that do not, has long
been acknowledged as characteristic of expert scientists and results in the expert being able
to select the most suitable and simplest model or explanation appropriate for the situation
(Grosslight, Unger, Jay, & Smith, 1991).
Ahmed’s taking of an analogy to support an embedded idea (AC) is consistent with
Wakabayashi and Guskin’s (2010) findings and their argument that these embedded
ideas are deeply resistant to change as also noted in science education literature (e.g.
Chi, 1992). Furthermore Dole (2000) suggested that the more strongly a belief was
held, the more it reduced comprehension of new material which was in conflict with
the prior belief. Kapon and diSessa (2012) consider how the prior knowledge about the
target affects the evaluation of the plausibility and applicability of the analogy. In
Ahmed’s explanation; he knows that removal of another electron results in a further
increase for the next subsequent ionisation energy even if the electrons are removed
from the same shell. Thus an explanatory primitive; the idea of ‘sharing out’ in this
case ‘force’, which has generated the correct trend of increasing values for subsequent ion-
isation values, is mapped onto the analogy, it results in heat being distributed evenly by the
fire intentionally rather than heat radiating from the fire source evenly in all directions.
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Ahmed likely knows that the fire is not intentionally sharing out heat but as the sharing
out of a force over fewer electrons seems to offer a simple and plausible explanation for the
increase in subsequent ionisation energy, it may result in him not carefully examining the
application of this idea to the familiar analogue. His pragmatic goal of having a plausible
argument for the increasing subsequent ionisation energy (one he has used before) has
superseded recognising that the change in distance he has already noted would increase
the heat experienced in the analogy and hence mapped on to the target would result in
an increase in attraction between the now closer outer electrons and the nucleus. This
reveals just how important teacher prompts are in ensuring the analogue properties are
appropriately mapped and making explicit where shared attributes are valuable for expla-
nation, as well as unshared attributes being acknowledged to avoid alternative ideas being
applied.
Implications
This study indicates the potential of short preservice training sessions to develop PSCT’
CK even when this involves addressing commonly used ACs and hence offers the oppor-
tunity to prevent such ACs being passed on to the next generation of chemistry students
and improving their chemical knowledge.
Analogies in science and science education are necessary thinking tools, but ones which
are often introduced without consideration of the nature of that tool. For PSCT these
intervention activities offer opportunities for them to consider how analogies may work
well but also when they do not. As noted in the discussion above the analogy proved
most effective when a particular feature ‘people holding handing in circles’ was introduced
to the bonfire analogue to support a target concept of contracting shells of electrons. This
raises two implications; firstly that this added feature needs to be prompted as one to be
explored when using the analogy and secondly, the need for a collective review of the
analogy; clarifying the properties of heat which is an abstract concept in its own right
although its effects are an everyday experience and considering in depth the good and
poor attribute mapping. This would allow explicit recognition of the useful and non-
useful explanations supported, to allow an increased retention of the scientific causal
ideas and a long lasting rejection (inhibition) of the AC thinking considered here. This
review offers the opportunity for the intended conceptual reconstruction via a plausible
fruitful alternative (Duit & Treagust, 2012).
Chemistry teachers need to be provided with the opportunity preservice, to examine
and develop their CK and also their use and understanding of analogies as noted above.
In the UK, there is a current drive towards school-based teacher preparation, which
involves little or no input from science education specialists who are engaged in research.
Therefore, this study provides implications that such teacher training will likely result in
these sorts of ACs persisting, being unknowingly passed on by school teachers providing
training. Improving teachers’ use of analogies and examination of them is also important
as they are used in textbooks often without acknowledging them as analogies or consider-
ing the potential areas where the analogies do not work well. This research indicates the
importance of the role of HEIs in providing specialist teacher educators who are aware of
these conceptions and the value of and issues with analogies and who can provide inter-
ventions to develop teachers’ CK and PCK.
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Appendix 1: Bonfire analogy stimulus materials
The Bonfire Analogy
We can compare the attraction an electron experiences to the heat one receives from a bonfire
The Bonfire heat experienced is dependent on:
. How big the bonfire is
. The distance one is away from the bonfire
. Whether one is blocked (screened/shielded) from the bonfire
Tasks
(1) Consider the effect of how many people are present at the same distance away from the bonfire
on the heat experienced.
(2) Use this analogy to explain the attraction between nucleus and an electron.
(3) Use the table below to explain the key parts of the analogy and note when the analogy breaks
down.
Use the example for the solar system analogy of an atom to help you think about analogies (Har-
rison & Treagust, 2000, p. 1018):
The Bonfire Analogy
Analogical model = ‘Solar system’ model Target = Atom
Shared attributes
the sun has most of the mass the nucleus has most of the mass
the sun is the centre the nucleus is in the centre
planets are smaller than the sun the electrons are smaller than the nucleus
planets orbit the sun electrons orbit the nucleus
planets and the sun attract each other electrons and nucleus attract each other
solar system is mostly space atom is mostly space
Unshared attributes
planets differ in size electrons are all the same size
one planet per orbit multiple electrons per level
planets in elliptical orbits electrons do not orbit like planets
sun-planet force is gravity electron-nucleus force is electrostatic
Analogy = Bonfire Target = Attraction between nucleus and an electron
Shared attributes
Unshared attributes
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